FURNITURE & CATERING
HIRE SPECIALISTS
2018 CATALOGUE

“Your event is our passion. We treat your event like it was our own.”

“

Ben Leslie and Taran O’Doherty - Directors

I recently ordered chairs for my wedding at the London Rowing
Club in Putney and my experience with Yahire was great! I work in events
so I work with a lot of other furniture companies and all the quotes I got
were really expensive. I came across Yahire by chance as I’d never worked
with them before and they were the most reasonably priced, most
friendly and easy to deal with furniture company that I’ve come across.
THANK YOU!!!

”

www.yahire.com
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Wedding.

Corporate.

Outdoor.

Party.

info@yahire.com | 0207 112 8511

CHAIR
HIRE

chiavari Chairs.

SIZE:
89cm(H) x 39cm(W) x 41cm(D)

#CH-CVLWSH
With a tasteful and stylish look, the chiavari chair is an ideal choice for any event location; the simple,
yet classic design will not look out of place in any venue. There are 6 colour choices of seat pad
available with this chair so you can match it with the colour scheme at your event. Chair shown in
the image above is in limewash with an ivory seatpad.

Silver

#CH-SILV

Black

#CH-CVBLK

Gold

#CH-CVGLD

Ice

#CH-CVICE

affordable Options

www.yahire.com
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folding.

banquet.

resin.

Low cost, folding chair.
Great for outdoor and
indoor events. Available
in 4 colours

The banquet chair is the
perfect chair for your guests
with the soft cushion seat
pad but at a low cost.

The white resin chair is
versatile, comfortable
and stylish, offering an
affordable, smart option for
weddings and other events.

SIZE:

89cm(H) x 39cm(W) x 41cm(D)

#CH-FLD

SIZE:

92cm(H) x 45cm(W) x 46cm(D)

#CH-BAN

SIZE:

78cm(H) x 44cm(W) x 44cm(D)

#CH-RESFOL
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great For Corporate Events

tolix.

conference.

victoria.

The tolix chair is a popular
choice in 2017 for many
venues and events. Simple
yet stylish, you can not go
wrong with the tolix chair.

Comfortable and durable,
this classic chair is widely
used at conferences,
waiting rooms and other
corporate events.

A popular choice for
weddings and banquets,
creating an amazing
atmosphere in the room and
look great with lighting.

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

78cm(H) x 44cm(W) x 44cm(D)

79cm(H) x 57cm(W) x 46cm(D)

89cm(H) x 38cm(W) x 52cm(D)

#CH-TOLIX-GR

#CH-CONF

#CH-VICGHO

www.yahire.com
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louis.

cross Back.

cafe.

This chair has considerable
visual appeal and will
create a lasting impression
on your guests.

The rustic look is becoming
increasingly popular at events.
This wonderful chair is ideal
for achieving this.

The chic and modern Café
chair is suitable for all types
of outdoor events. Ideal for
cafes and bistros .

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

94cm(H) x 54cm(W) x 55cm(D)

82cm(H) x 49cm(W) x 58cm(D)

78cm(H) x 60cm(W) x 49cm(D)

#CH-LOUGHO

#CH-CROSS

#CH-CAFÉ
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eames Chairs.
The Iconic Eames chairs are super-stylish and although they were designed in the
1950’s, they still look very modern and are bang on-trend at the moment with
many contemporary venues and fashionable bars choosing to use them.

..
..
.

4 different styles to choose from
Variety of colours available
Sturdy construction
Contemporary styling
The chair of the moment

EAMES
CHAIRS

DSW.
#CH-EADSW

DSR.

DAR.

DAW.

#CH-EADSR

#CH-EADAR

#CH-EADAW

www.yahire.com
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ICE
CHAIRS

napoleonIce.
Fantastic chair that looks exceptionally good at formal occasions, weddings and high end functions. It
provides glamour with a twist of style francais!

SIZE:

89cm(H) x 39cm(W) x 39cm(D)

#CH-NAPICE
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chiavari Ice.
Perfect for weddings, banquets and many other types of
function, these incredibly fashionable chairs will create
the wow factor for sure.

SIZE:
89cm(H) x 39cm(W) x 41cm(D)
#CH-CVICE

victoria Ghost.
Incredibly popular for all events, the victoria ghost style chair
creates an amazing atmosphere in the room and can be
enhanced further by using coloured lighting.

SIZE:

89cm(H) x 38cm(W) x 52cm(D)

#CH-VICGHO

louis Ghost.
This chair has considerable visual appeal and will create a
lasting impression on your guests. The Louis ghost style chair
is one of our customer favourites.

SIZE:

94cm(H) x 54cm(W) x 55cm(D)

#CH-LOUGHO

www.yahire.com
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BAR
STOOLS

aluminium.

shuttle.

z-shape.

Our aluminium bar stools
offer a comfortable elevated
seating position at bars and
cocktail tables.

Design conscious event
organisers are snapping
up the Scandinavian style
shuttle bar stool.

For the ultimate style and
comfort at your event why
not hire this ‘z’ shaped bar
stool?

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

104cm(H) x 48cm(W) x 50cm(D)

83cm(H) x 48cm(W) x 41cm(D)

80cm(H) x 38cm(W) x 38cm(D)

#CH-BS-ALU

#CH-BS-SHU

#CH-BS-Z
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piano.

ice.

bistro.

Top quality piano bar stool
with a highly polished black
finish on top of a super cool
chrome stem and base.

Great for any event with
ambient lighting, our ice bar
stool will look impressive in
any type of room.

The bistro bar stool is a
lightweight, galvanised
steel bar stool with a clean
white finish.

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

101cm(H) x 41cm(W) x 40cm(D)

75cm(H) x 46cm(W) x 46cm(D)

76cm(H) x 46cm(W) x 46cm(D)

#CH-BS-PIA

#CH-BS-ICE

#CH-BS-BIS

www.yahire.com
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monaco Sofas.
These comfortable sofas are available to hire in 3 different
sizes. We have an armchair a 2 seater and a 3 seater available.

SIZE:

68cm(H) x 75/130/180cm(W) x 70cm(D)

#CH-MON-1/2/3

tub Chair.
Our contemporary tub chair is the perfect chair for lounge
and reception areas. Providing a high level of comfort,
support and style.

SIZE:

72cm(H) x 68cm(W) x 66cm(D)

# CH-TC-BLA

ottoman / L.E.D cubes.
These ottoman cubes are great to hire for reception waiting
areas or business meetings, clubs and other social events. We
also have an LED version available which looks fantastic in
venues with low lighting.

SIZE:

41cm(H) x 41cm(W) x 41cm(D)

#CH-OTTO
#CH-LEDCU
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operator Chair.
The incredibly versatile operator chair has adjustable arm
rest, height and lumbar settings making it the ideal choice for
all office environments.

SIZE:

78cm(H) x 50cm(W) x 44cm(D)

#CH-C-OP

bench.
Our wooden benches are perfect for performances in
church halls, outdoor occasions, shows or parties and are an
affordable and versatile seating option.

SIZE:

54cm(H) x 200cm(W) x 30cm(D)

#CH-BENCH

kids Chairs.
Children’s chairs are ideal for weddings and occasions where
guests may bring along young children and can be used at
both indoor and outdoor events.

SIZE:

57cm(H) x 37.5cm(W) x 40cm(D)

#CH-KIDS

TABLE
HIRE

www.yahire.com
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round Tables
Round table hire is one of the most adaptable and affordable way to seat your guests giving
you the most flexibility when arranging your event. Outstanding value for money and
available in various sizes.
SIZE:
All round tables are 76cm in
height.
Diameters:
3ft / 4ft / 5ft / 5ft6” / 6ft
#TA-ROU
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trestle Table.
Trestle table hire at fantastic prices. Yahire have four different
sizes available to help seat your guests in the most cost
effective and space saving manner.

SIZE:
All trestle tables are 76cm in height.
Lengths:
2ft6” / 4ft / 6ft / 8ft
#TA-TRE

plastic trestle Table.
The plastic trestle table is a lighter alternative to the standard
wooden trestle table. It is folds out in the same way and the
only real difference is the white plastic top.

SIZE:
All trestle tables are 76cm in height.
Lengths:
6ft / 8ft
#TA-TRE-PL

modular Table.
The modular folding table is a high quality table with a beech
veneer. Ideal in general office and conference settings and
easy to set up.

SIZE:
Modular tables are 72cm in height.
Lengths:
4ft / 6ft
#TA-6F-MOD
#TA-4F-MOD

cafe Table.
Café tables are becoming one of our best sellers. They help to
create that relaxed feeling that you experience when you’re
on holiday eating or drinking al fresco. Ideal for pubs, bars,
bistros and any outdoor spaces.

SIZE:

74cm(H) x 70cm(W) x 70cm(D)

#TA-CAFÉ

www.yahire.com
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POSEUR
TABLES

glassCocktail.
The glass cocktail table offers a sophisticated poseur style table. Serve drinks on the pristine
glass surface mounted on the shining chrome stem to dazzle your guests.
SIZE:

110cm(H) x 60cm(W) x 60cm(D)

#TA-Gl-POS
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aluminium Poseur.
If you want your guests to mingle the poseur table is a great
option. The stylish and modern look with its funky embossed
design is popular with pubs, clubs, and bars and is perfect for
all occasions.

SIZE:

110cm(H) x 60cm(W) x 60cm(D)

#TA-ALU-POS

tolix high Table.
Wow your guests or clients with the chic, ultra stylish tolix
high table. The perfect choice at pop up bars and restaurants
all over the trendy parts of the city.

SIZE:

110cm(H) x 60cm(W) x 60cm(D)

#TA-TOL-HIGH

poseur Covers.
The poseur table linen is great for changing the appearance
of your venue into something that looks sophisticated and
creates a great impression.

SIZE:

Fits our aluminium poseur tables.

#LI-POS-COV

coffee Tables.

www.yahire.com
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standard Coffee.
#TA-COF-STD

glossy Coffee.
#TA-COF-GLOS-WH/BK

LED Coffee.
#TA-COF-STD

noguchi Coffee.
#TA-COF-NOG

wood Coffee.
woodCoffee.
#TA-COF-WOOD

LED roundCoffee.
round Coffee.
#TA-COF-NOG

info@yahire.com | 0207 112 8511

exam Desk.

half Moon.

Lightweight and easy to set up our space saving exam
desks are available all year round.

Our most versatile and practical table. Can be used singularly
against a wall or partition where space is at a premium.

SIZE:

SIZE:

60cm(H) x 60cm(W) x 45cm(D)

76cm(H) x 150m(W) x 75cm(D)

#TA-EXDESK

#TA-HLFMOO

tolix industrial Table.

eames Table.

The dark grey metal legs in combination with the dark
wood surface make this table ideal for those looking to get
the rustic look.

Full size table tennis table is ideal for both practice and
competitive play.

SIZE:

SIZE:

46cm(H) x 80cm(W) x 80cm(D)

79cm(H) x 79cm(W) x 79cm(D)

#TA-TOL-IND

#TA-EAMES

www.yahire.com
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LINEN
HIRE

info@yahire.com | 0207 112 8511

trestle Linen.

#LI-90-90 / # LI-70-144

round Linen.
#LI-ROU-90/108/120/132

poseur Covers.

table Overlays.

#LI-POS-COV

#LI-OVL-70

chair Covers.

napkins.

#LI-CH-COV-W/B

#LI-NAP-W/C

www.yahire.com
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CATERING
HIRE

Our extensive catering equipment range contains crockery, cutlery and glassware. If
you are planning an event at which food will be provided, our catering equipment
hire is a great option for you - a big improvement on using paper plates and plastic
cutlery! Yahire will deliver your carefully inspected catering equipment, well packaged
and ready to use right from the box.

info@yahire.com | 0207 112 8511

crockery Hire.
#CRO-SP/SDP/DP-T

titan Range
plates.
#CRO-TC-T

stacking Cup.

#CRO-SAU-T

saucer.

# CRO-SP-T

soup Bowl
Bowl..
#CRO-SP/SDP/DP-L

lubiana Range
plates.
#CRO-SP-L

#CRO-TC-L

#CRO-SAU-L

soup Bowl.

Cup
tea Cup.

saucer
saucer.

universal Crockery items
www.yahire.com
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#CRO-PLATTER

#CRO-SP-SET

#CRO-TEARDROP

serving Platter.

salt Pepper.

teardrop Bowl.

#CRO-GRAVY

#CRO-MLKJUG

#CRO-TPOT

milk jug.

tea Pot.

gravy Boat.
#CRO-RICBOW

cereal Bowl.

#CRO-RICBOW

rice Bowl.

#CRO-SALBOW

salad Bowl.

#GL-CHAMP

#GL-PORT

champagne Flute.

port Glass.

#GL-PINT

#GL-RED-W

#GL-MARTI

pint Glass.

red Wine.

martini Glass.

#GL-WHITE-W

#GL-WHISK

white Wine.

whiskey Glass.

#GL-HIBAL

hiball Glass.

#GL-BISTR

bistro Jug.

#GL-MIN-TUMBLER

#GL-MIN-FLUTE

#GL-MIN-RED

mineral Tumbler.

mineral Flute.

mineral Red.

#GL-MIN-WHITE

mineral White.

#GL-MIN-SHOT

tilted Shot.

#GL-SHOT

straight Shot.

cutlery Hire
www.yahire.com
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linear Cutlery.
This range is aimed at those looking for a high quality, contemporary
product that creates a stunning table setting. This range is perfect for
events such as weddings or dinner parties that aim to impress. It has a
long, slender appearance that makes it noticeably different from your
run-of-the-mill cutlery.

kings Cutlery.
Our clasically styled Kings range of cutlery is perfectly designed for the
traditional dining experience. The graceful handle on every item from
the table knife to the teaspoon has the same elegant design which is
extremely comfortable in the hand and a gleaming polished finish.

zephyr Cutlery.
When you are looking for a premium range of cutlery to hire for your
event, but don’t want to pay a premium price, the Zephyr range of
cutlery is the perfect solution. Using the same high quality 18/10
stainless steel as the Linear range, and finished to the same high
standards, the Zephyr range is an affordable alternative without
compromising on quality. Each piece is expertly polished leaving a high
luster shine, with weighty handles and an even weight distribution.

info@yahire.com | 0207 112 8511

gazebo Hire
Gazebos are great for both the summer and winter months. In summer they
provide your guests with a shaded area to sit under when it gets to hot and in
winter it will keep them out of the rain or wind. We stock the gazebo in both small
and large sizes so whatever size your space is we have the product to fit.

..
.

3m x 3m or 4.5m x 3m sizes available
Sturdy construction
Easy to set-up and dismantle

Colours Available:

KEEP
DRY

4.5m x 3m.
4.5
#GAZ-3-4-5

set up Service.
#GAZ-SET-UP

3m
m x 33m
mGazebo.
Gazebo.
#GAZ-3-3

gazebo Lighting.
#GAZ-LIGHTS

patio Heater.
#EV-PATHEAT-L

Serviceware Hire
#SRV-BAIN-M

bain Marie.
#SRV-IND-H

induction Hob.
#SRV-NON-T

service Tray.

#SRV-COFFEE-M

coffee Machine.
#SRV-CAFET

#SRV-HOT-E

water Urn.
#SRV-CHAF-D

cafetiere Jug.

chafing Dish.

#SRV-GLASS-S

#SRV-WINE-P

cake Stand.

wine Cooler.
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#SRV-ICE-B

#SRV-ICE-T

ice Bucket.

ice Tongs.

#SRV-CHAMP-B

#SRV-ST-BUCK

champagne Bucket.

standing Bucket.

#SRV-SM-OVALP

serving Platters.
#SRV-SM-MIX-B

mixing Bowl.

#SRV-CAK-KNV

#SRV-BELL

service Bell.
#SRV-TIER-CS

cake Stand.
#SRV-SOUP-K

cake Knives.

soup Kettle.

#SRV-CHARGER-P

#SRV-SALAD-T

charger Plate.

salad Tongs.

More serviceware products can be seen on our website

www.yahire.com
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Barware Hire
#BW-ST-BAR-NON

mobile Bar.
#BW-JUI-POU

juice Pourer.
#BW-BAR-CAD

#BW-BOT-FRI

#BW-WAI-FRI

#BW-SPI-POU

waiters Friend.

spirit Pourer.

#BW-BAR-BLA

#SRV-SM-MIX-B

#BW-SHO-MEA

bar Blade.

bar Mat.

shot Measures.

bottle Fridge.

#BW-COC-SHA

bar Caddy. cocktail Shaker.

#BW-DRI-PAI

drinks Pail.

#BW-BAR-SKP

bottle Skip.
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kitchenware Hire

hot Cupboard.
This general purpose hot cupboard is suitable for use in commercial
catering operations. It has 2 removable shelves, an adjustable digital
temperature display and is on castors so can be moved around easily.

SIZE:

90cm(H) x 128.5cm(W) x 67cm(D)

#KW-HOT-CUP

convection Oven.
This commercial oven can take 4 full size sheet pans (60cm x 40cm)
and has a temperature range of 50C to 260C. It also features moisture
injection modes and oven temperature safety cut-out.

SIZE:

73cm(H) x 73.5cm(W) x 81cm(D) (without stand)

#KW-CONV-OVEN

jackstack.
Lack of space is an issue in most professional kitchens. The Jackstack is
perfect for solving your unit space and allows you to store and transport
dishes for all manner of tasks from taking large quantities of plated
dishes to the banqueting area or moving dirty plates to the dishwasher.

SIZE:

179cm(H) x 60cm(W) x 60cm(D)

#KW-JACK-STAK

www.yahire.com
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barrier Hire
Our barriers offer the perfect crowd control and queue management solutions for any event with a large
attendance. We also offer a selection of sign stands and accessories for hire to ensure that all safety and
security bases are covered. We offer barriers at some of the lowest hire prices in London and have thousands
in stock.

#BA-TENSA

tensa Barrier.
If your expecting a queue at your event or just need to
section off certain areas such as a VIP area, tensa barriers
are just what you need. Barriers extend up to 2.0m and are
chrome in colour.

SIZE:
91cm (H) x 200cm (W)

#BA-GLD-POST

rope & post Barrier.
Rope and post barrier hire is a very stylish and sophisticated
way to control queues and the flow of guests at your event
and is an excellent way to seal off out of bounds areas or
create a red carpet walkway.

SIZE:
100cm (H) x 145cm (W)

#BA-CROWD

crowd Barriers.
Crowd control barriers are perfect for preventing people
from entering certain areas such as roads or private property.
These barriers are interlocking and made from galvanised
steel which provide a very high level of crowd safety.

SIZE:
100cm (H) x 230cm (W)

ce floor Hire.

oak dance Floor.
With its high polish finish, our oak dance floors look the part
at any event and will have your guests dancing the night
away! Our Floorlock dance floors can be custom fit to rooms
of sizes between 9ft x 9ft up to 27ft x 27ft and anything in

white LED dance Floor.
What better way to get your guests up on their feet and
dancing than hiring one of our beautiful LED Dance floors.
This is much like the oak dance floor in design as it comes in
sections that slot together to create the perfect sized dance
floor for your venue/

event Accessories.
www.yahire.com
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#EV-COATRL

coat Rails.
#EV-LECTER

#EV-RC-4M

red Carpet.
#EV-ASH-BIN

#EV-PARASOL

parasols.
#EV-SM-MACH

lectern.

clear Lectern.

smoke Machine.

#EV-BU-MACH

#EV-DISP-STND

#PG-GI-JENG

bubble Machine.

display Stand.

giant Bricks.
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event Accessories.
#EV-FRSCREEN

standing Screen.
#EV-CO-STAN

coat Stand.
#EV-EXT-OUT

outdoor Extension.

#EV-ST-MIRR

dressing Mirror.
#PG-TAB-TEN

table Tennis.
#EV-RA-DRUM

raffle Drum.

#EV-PATHEAT-L

patio Heater.
#EV-ASH-BIN

ashtray.
#EV-RC-TABLE

table Numbers.

www.yahire.com
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LED Furniture.
ledmodular Bar.
This bar comes in modular sections allowing you to create a bar that
is the right size and shape for your venue. It can be set to one of 16
constant colours or can also transition between all available colours.
SIZE:

110cm(H) x 90cm(W) x 80cm(D) (straight section)
110cm(H) x 80cm(W) x 80cm(D) (curved section)

#LED-BAR

led Round Bar.
The bar is usually a hive of activity at an event, Our LED
circular bar is perfect for adding an extra bar to your
venue.
SIZE:

110cm(H) x 180cm(W) x 78cm(D) (per section)

#LED-BAR-RND
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#LED-ICE-B

#LED-HEX-TAB

ice Bucket.

hex Table.

#LED-STR-BEN

#LED-HIGH-COL

straight Bench.

high Column.

#LED-ARM-CH

LED Armchair.
#LED-SNAKE

snake Bench.

#LED-SOFA-DOUB

#LED-CUBE

LED Cube.
#LED-PLINTH

LED Plinth.
#LED-SOFA-MOD

LED Sofa.

modular Sofa.

#LED-COFFEE

#LED-BUBBLE

coffeeTable.

bubble Table
Table.

#LED-POS-SQ

#LED-POS-ROU

#LED-COFFEE-ROU

www.yahire.com
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square poseur.

round Poseur.

#LED-TEA-TBL

#LED-SID-TBL

tea Table.

side Table.

#LED-DIN-CH

dining Chair.
#LED-PYRA

LED Pyramid.

#LED-CIRC-PLINTH

circle Plinth.
#LED-WATER-DRP

water Drop.

round Coffee.
#LED-DIN-TBL

dining Table.
#LED-TBL-LAMP

table Lamp.

previous Events.
www.yahire.com
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